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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to discuss the possibility of understanding
human social interaction in web communities by analogy with a disease
propagation model from epidemiology. When an article is submitted by an
individual to a social web service, it is potentially influenced by other
participants. The submission sometimes starts a long and argumentative chain
of articles, but often does not. This complex behavior makes management of
server resources difficult and a more theoretical methodology is required. This
paper tries to express these complex human dynamics by analogy with infection
by a virus. In this first report, by fitting an epidemiological model to Bulletin
Board System (BBS) logs in terms of a numerical triple, we show that the
analogy is reasonable and beneficial because the analogy can estimate the
community size despite the submitter’s information alone being observable.
Keywords: Kermack–McKendrick models, SIR, BBS, SNS, Web Mining.
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Introduction

Service industry is rapidly growing. Abe of Fujitsu [1] says, ‘‘As a result, various
services that were previously processed, handled, and separated as merely mass
services have now become possible to provide as individually targeted and
personalized services’’. The shift of this quality of service requires more scientific
approach to service system. For example, in these service systems, it is difficult to
manage the system resource based on the intuition and experience because a huge
number of different services have to be involved.
We believe that resource allocation for Social Networking Service (SNS), public
Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs), and other social applications is a service that should
be researched, as stated above. For a server manager who must allocate resources
adequately to provide comfortable services, estimation of the number of accesses in
the near future is an important problem. In this paper, we are interested in estimation

of size of access in near future when a time series data of their access log is
observable because we think it makes its job easier.
This is currently performed as a regression analysis of time series data for the
number of accesses. However, this method is inadequate when a web service offered
belongs to Web 2.0 because customers interact with each other. For example, even a
small community produces many accesses, so that the interaction among members is
complex. Therefore, the population size of the community and the characteristics of
its members are also important in making precise predictions.
This observation suggests using the model for an epidemic. An appropriate
epidemiological model describes the dynamics in terms of three groups: Susceptible,
Infected, and Recovered (SIR). The numbers in the SIR groups are described by
differential equations having two constants, β and γ, which represent infection and
recovery speed, respectively (details are described in Section 3). Because there are no
actual contagious diseases when connected to the Internet, this approach may seem
unnatural. However, consider supposing that a meme spreads among people who meet
via web services? This is a popular idea, as we describe in the next section, but as far
as we know, there is little research that uses actual logged access data. If the behavior
of web service communities is described by the epidemiological model, we think this
can be a powerful tool for server management, which usually depends on experience,
because the population of the community is (S + I + R) and the population of the three
subgroups can be estimated precisely.
This paper reports on some of the initial work. First, numerical verification must be
performed. It will be a weak argument if there are big gaps between the time series of
the population of the epidemiological model and real server access data, even if the
epidemiological model explains human behavior around web services well from a
semantic viewpoint. Therefore, in this paper, by showing some curve fitting results
for the actual log data of a TV-related BBS, we conclude that this approach is
plausible.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, related work about
population predictions for web services is summarized. The epidemiological model
used here is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, an analogy between human behavior
in a web community and the epidemiological model is proposed. Then, the parameters
of the model are estimated by curve fitting in Matlab. At the end of Section 4, we
discuss our next step: agent-based simulation.
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Background

If you are managing a web site, you may want to know the number of accesses to
your site in the future. Initially, the number of accesses per unit time is calculated by
the methods in [2] and [6] for example, because real log data is noisy. Next, by using
this smoothed time series data, the number of future server accesses is estimated.
The simplest estimation method is regression analysis. A type of distribution, such
as an exponential distribution and Gumbel distribution, is assumed a priori. This is
simple, but it does not consider why people are accessing the service. For further
analysis, a model is required that can explain why and how people are accessing.

Gruhl et al. [4] listed two candidate models for such human behavior, innovation
propagation dynamics and disease propagation. They adopted the innovation
propagation model because of their objective of time-order reconstruction of SNS
sites. Therefore, the latter model was not examined.
We also think the latter disease propagation model from epidemiology is as
reasonable a candidate as the dynamics of knowledge propagation. If people are
interested in an event, such as the press release of a new book, they will continue to
search and make notes in their web pages, SNS, BBS, etc. Therefore, this will
increase the chance that someone will notice the event. This seems similar to infection
by a disease. Then, with the proliferation of such pages and other descriptive material,
effective pages that offer infected people convincing arguments will emerge. People
who meet such definitive pages will stop their search and discussion of the event. We
think that the above process mimics the infection/recovery dynamics of disease
propagation models. Therefore it is reasonable to ask if this propagation model is
appropriate for explaining human behavior in the web community.

Fig. 1. An example of an SIR model. N = 500, β = 0.001, γ = 0.3, γ/β = 300.

As we noted in Section 1, this idea is not new. In particular, as in the survey in [4],
there is much research from the network analysis point of view. For example, the
network of migration is important for the accurate prediction of an outbreak of disease
when people go to a city centre to work and then go back home. In the case of
sexually transmitted diseases, the network of sexual activity is very important for
suppression of the outbreak, because the number of sexual activities of a person
follows a power law. However, as far as we know, there is no work that applies an
epidemiological model based on network theory to actual communication data in the
Internet community, except for computer virus analysis.
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3.1

The Disease Propagation Model in Epidemiology

The Kermack–McKendrick model

There are many disease propagation models in epidemiology because of the different
propagation conditions for diseases. However, the Kermack–McKendrick model
(1927) and the Reed–Frost model (1928) [5] are much simpler and more general than
others.
The Kermack–McKendrick SIR model gives the differential equations for a
deterministic general epidemic [7]. Let
S + I + R = N,

(1)

where S, I, and R are the number of Susceptible, Infected, and Recovered people, and
N is constant. S(t), I(t), and R(t) are represented as follows:
dS/dt = –βS・I,

(2)

dI/dt = βS・I – γI,

(3)

dR/dt = γI,

(4)

where β is the infection probability and γ is the recovery probability. Clearly, there is
no direct transition from S to R. From the epidemiology point of view, β is the
number of people who are infected by a patient and it is necessary for 1/γ unit time on
average until a disease is cured [10]. Usually, in the case of person-to-person disease
infection, these parameters are estimated statistically. When β and γ are available, the
important information is given as follows. All the members of S are not always
infected (see Fig. 1). The condition that an epidemic ends is given by dI/dt = 0. The
solution is
I = 0 or S = γ/β.

(5)

In addition, as R(0) = 0, the number of people who were not contagious, S(∞), is
satisfied as follows:
S(∞) = S(0)exp(–(N – S(∞))/(γ/β)).

3.2

(6)

The network and epidemic model

Research using epidemiological models based on networks usually assumes a degree
distribution. In our case, the propagation path for each member of the community is
usually unknown and different. Therefore, for simplicity, we assume a fully mixed
model [9].
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4.1

The Analogy and Experiments

Data

Compared with 10 years ago, it is now easy to collect data on the behavior of human
groups because of the development of web-crawling agent technology and social
networking services. There are various communities with different cultures and
subjects of interest. We think that it is important to choose the largest communities
possible, to maximize the generality of this discussion.
Therefore, we looked to BBSs (aka Internet forums) such as Slashdot and Google
Groups, for data to analyze. As is widely known, BBSs on the Internet are social
network services that offer the chance of communication and discussion only. When
an individual submits an article to a BBS, it is influenced by other users of the BBS.
We chose the biggest Japanese open anonymous BBS, “2 channel”
(http://www.2ch.net/). This BBS includes more than 600 categories, and each
category contains from 100 to 500 threads. It processes more than 100 million page
views per day. Anyone, without special privileges, can access the same data that we
acquired, and this site is frequently used by other web researchers in Japan. We would
expect that this is the most widely accessed BBS under present conditions.
For time series analysis using the SIR model, the start time is important. However,
this BBS is available 365 days per year, and anyone can post an opinion at any time.
In fact, it is difficult to specify when a discussion actually starts. Gruhl [3][4]
identified two behavior types for SNSs by their cause: spike or chat. Spike refers to
bursty behavior by events outside the community. By contrast, chat is a burst based
on a conversation within the community. For our purposes, we would like to pick a
spike at the time when a known event happens. Therefore, we adopted a TV program
and its related BBS where participants talk to each other even outside the broadcast
time. However, we know beforehand when the maximum external stimulus will
happen, from newspaper information. In addition, we can suppose that there will be
no spike following the broadcast.

Fig. 2. Posting data for the BBS (Jan. 10 to Jan. 11, 2007) and the fitting result for the SIR
model.

4.2

The proposed interpretation of BBS data by the SIR model

Here, we assume that “Susceptible” means a person who is interested in the TV
program. A person who has so strong an opinion as to post to the BBS corresponds to
“Infected”. A “Recovered” person leaves the BBS, being no longer interested in the
topic. Therefore, we aim to minimize the RMS difference between the log data of the
number of posters and the “Infected” group, as calculated using (3).
4.3
Fitting and results
We counted the number of posters every 15 minutes from 9 pm, Jan. 10, 2007 to 6 am,
Jan. 11, 2007. It was 10 pm when the TV program broadcast started, and it finished at
11 pm. This TV program was so famous and general as to be watched by over 18% of
households in Japan. The zigzag line of Fig. 2 indicates the logged data. The x-axis
indicates the time sequence and each tick is an hour. In this figure, the TV program
starts at x = 1 and ends at x = 2. Note that there is a big burst with a small drop around
x = 1.5. We think this is reasonable because posters will also want to watch the TV
program!
The smoother line of Fig. 2 represents the fitting result of the SIR model using
Matlab. It seems that this fits well. The resulting estimate for the triple (S(0), β, γ) is
(463.6321, 0.0024228, 0.47229).

Fig. 3. The resulting behavior of SIR (Jan. 10 to Jan. 11, 2007)

Fig. 3 shows the progress of S, I, and R. The I in Fig. 3 is the same as the solid line
of Fig. 2. If our assumption of Section 4.2 is valid, this offers the following insights
about the community: (1) about 464 persons came to this BBS, (2) about 400 people
left, and (3) 60 people still enjoy the community. This third point suggests that the
broadcast and the surrounding discussion in this BBS enlarged its community by
about 60 people.
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Fig. 4. The fitting results for another broadcast (Feb. 21 and Feb. 22, 2007).

Fig. 4 shows the results for another week (from 9 pm, Feb. 21, 2007). This curve
also fits well to the week’s data. The estimated γ is smaller than that for the earlier
week, with posts continuing longer than for the Jan. 10 to 11 period.
4.4

Discussion

In this paper, we validated the disease propagation model as a model for explaining
human behavior in a community. By using curve-fitting techniques, we report how
reasonable this idea is.

We adopted the Kermack–McKendrick version of the disease propagation model
and applied it to the posting data of a BBS. The characterizing triple (S(0), β, γ) for
this model was estimated by RMS minimization and hill climbing in Matlab. As
shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, the SIR model fitted well and gave new and insightful
information.
This approach has the following attractive aspects. Firstly, this model can estimate
the total community size, namely (S + I + R), which regression analysis via a
statistical distribution cannot achieve. Secondly, it is easy to understand the behavior
intuitively, with the propagating speed being β, and the durability of conversation
seeming to be γ. We hope it will ease the management of server resources, with (5)
and (6) describing the population dynamics of each community.
Note that, in Section 4.2, we proposed understanding the logged data of BBSs in
terms of an epidemiological propagation analogy. That is, we assumed that people
join the BBS so as to post. In actual BBS communities, there are many “lurkers”, and
[8] estimates the total community size including lurkers. However, we think the
analogy remains reasonable because the driving force of a BBS is undoubtedly the
group of people who want to post.
The unique point of this analogy is that it deals with migration among communities.
S and R represent the population outside the observing BBS community. We think
these estimates justify evaluating the nonlinear differential equations because this
information is expensive even if you can obtain access to it.
The proof that the assumptions above are correct is very important and an urgent
task for us. We think that Agent-Based Simulation (ABS) is a powerful tool for
SSME [11]. As is well known, one definition of “Engineering” is that it is a
methodology for obtaining desirable results. However, in a service industry, it is
sometimes difficult to test a new method. In such cases, the agent simulation approach
is one that is both practicable and meaningful. It is possible for this bottom-up
simulation methodology to use a set of programs that behave like participants using
the service. As tastes vary, we could use a variety of agents, with carefully chosen
parameters. In our case, verification of posting article behavior of clients is required
because this component is out of focus of any disease propagation model.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to understanding the behavior of the
Internet community by analogy with a disease propagation model from epidemiology.
The SIR of the Kermack–McKendrick model was applied to data comprising the
number of posts per 15 minutes to a BBS. The characterizing (S(0), β, γ) of this
model was estimated by RMS minimization and hill climbing in Matlab. This new
interpretation fits well, and we can say that the analogy is a promising approach that
gives new and insightful information, namely:
(1) A response from a big event for community is represented by infection speed,
recovery speed, and initial community size.

(2) This framework offers information about community migration. In particular,
the total community size is highly valuable information for server managers of
web service sites, who have to allocate resources.
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